December 19, 2013

To: Mānoa Faculty Senate
From: David N. Chin, Chair
Re: Committee on Administration and Budget (CAB) Fall Report 2013

CAB met 5 times during Fall 2013 on 9/6, 9/20, 10/4, 10/18, and 11/15. The Committee included: Daniel Boulos, David Chin, Thomas Conway, Robert Cooney, Robert Cowie, Rosanne Harrigan, Judith Inazu, Bonnyjean Manini, Robert Paull, James Potemra, Ann Sakaguchi, and Brian Szuster (filling in for Luciano Minerbi, who was on sabbatical). James Potemra served as Secretary, Robert Paull served as Vice-Chair, and David Chin served as Chair. Doug Vincent served as the SEC Liaison. The Chair thanks the Committee, Doug Vincent for serving as the SEC Liaison, Robert Paull for serving as Vice-Chair, and Jim Potemra for expertly keeping the minutes.

CAB discussed all open issues assigned to CAB, met twice with VCAFO Kathy Cutshaw to discuss the UHM financial situation and the status of implementing changes to the Faculty Housing Policy, and completed draft revisions of the Senate By-Laws and Rules of Order (issue 15.12 Congress / Senate Governance - Complete Mfs Charter / Bylaws / Rules Of Order Review / Edit) in subcommittee under the leadership of Ann Sakaguchi, which will be brought before the full Senate and the Congress for action in early Spring 2014.

CAB completed the following issues:

**2.14 Reorganization Proposal - Office Of The Vice Chancellor For Students:** CAB reviewed the reorganization proposal, obtained input from Student Affairs Senate Chair and coincidentally also a CAB member Bonnyjean Manini, interviewed VCS Francisco Hernandez and some of his staff, and recommended to the Senate a Motion to Endorse with Reservations, which was passed on 10/16/13.

**16.14 Reorganization Proposal - Campus Services:** CAB reviewed the reorganization proposal, and recommended to the Senate a Motion to Endorse, which was passed on 12/4/13.